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Abstract This paper proposes a feedback time difference

amplifier (FTDA) that achieves linear, controllable gain

and changeable input range for different time difference

gains. The proposed FTDA consists of two identical

feedback output generators. The feedback output generator

achieves a linear input–output transfer characteristic by

employing two p-type keepers for time gain feedback

control. Its validity was demonstrated using 0:13 lm SiGe

BiCMOS process. The power consumption is 91:54 lW for

the highest gain with input signals at 2MHz. The gain can

be controlled from 25.06 to 734:9 s/s within 40 ps input

time interval.

Keywords Time amplification � Feedback technique �
Time difference amplifier � Programmable gain � Linearity �
Gain control � Time-to-digital converter

1 Introduction

As complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)

technologies advance to below 10 nm dimensions, design

of analog and mixed-signal circuits is becoming more

challenging because of decreasing intrinsic gain, increasing

leakage current, and reducing signal power. However, the

desire for smaller area, higher density of integration, and

faster switching speed keeps pushing process dimensions

smaller and smaller. Time-mode processing technique is

capable of solving many of these challenges [1].

The time-to-digital converter (TDC), as a front-end

block, plays a significant role in time-mode signal pro-

cessing. As transistor size scales down, leading to smaller

gate delays, a TDC is an effective way to digitize a small-

time difference between two rising edges. TDCs have been

widely used in a variety of applications [2–4], such as

Time-of-Flight (ToF) and lifetime measurements in high

energy physics, jitter measurement in the testing of inte-

grated circuits and high-speed data transfer, and all-digital

phase-locked loop (ADPLL). There are two traditional

methods achieving fully digital TDCs: counter-based and

delay-line-based. A counter-based TDC is the simpler

technique to quantize the input time interval by counting

the cycles of a reference clock fitting into the time range.

However, a faster clock is required to get a higher time

resolution. This causes the power consumed by the clock

generation and processing circuitry to increase.

The delay-line based TDC, also called the inverter-

based TDC, is implemented by a chain of delay buffers

such that its resolution is ultimately constrained by the

propagation delay of each single inverter, as shown in

Fig. 1. However, the resolution of one inverter is insuffi-

cient to reach 1 ps resolution. Furthermore, a longer delay

line is required for a wide input range. Because of this,

researchers are focusing on realizing the sub-gate delay

resolution by introducing various methods including:

Vernier delay line, pulse-shrinking, interpolation and a

delay line with local passive interpolation. Nevertheless,

1 ps resolution with small area and simple processing has

not been realized through any of these implementation

methods.
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Fortunately, TDCs are similar in concept to analog-to-

digital converters (ADCs) and the wealth of ADC design

experience provides insight into resolving the above issues.

A two-step ADC improves resolution by amplifying the

residue between the input and the closest coarse level, then

quantizing the amplified residue again with the same coarse

quantizer. This is the basic principle of time amplification.

Time difference amplifiers (TDAs) thus become an integral

method for improving the time resolution of TDCs as well

as making a better coarse-fine TDC with a satisfactory

trade-off between input dynamic range and time resolution.

The first time difference amplifier was introduced in [5],

and consisted of two output generators (which is also called

a mutual exclusive circuit, MUTEX) comprising one SR-

latch followed by an XOR gate, shown in Fig. 2(a). Both

MUTEXs have two shared inputs and one output. The time

difference between rising edges of two inputs and outputs

are defined as the TDA’s input and output signals,

respectively. The traditional TDA leverages the meta-sta-

bility of an SR-latch and positive feedback to achieve the

principle of time amplification. The output delay in each

output generator is a logarithmic function of the time dif-

ference between the two input clock edges. Each output is

eventually forced to a logic level by the positive feedback

from each latch. However, when the time interval between

rising edges of the two inputs becomes smaller, the

response time of the SR-latch become longer, causing a

non-linearity issue related to the time difference gain.

State-of-the-art TDAs described over the past decade

have implemented time amplification in different ways.

Reference [6] presented an improved MUTEX by adding a

time delay Ttd to one of the two inputs in an SR-latch as

shown in Fig. 2(b). The input–output characteristics of two

mirrored MUTEXs are shifted by the same amount of

offset delay in opposite directions, resulting in a Ttd linear

range. Unfortunately, the linearity of the input range is

limited by the time delay.

A topology presented by [7, 8] uses a calibration tech-

nique to correct the non-linearity issue. The core of the

TDA consists of two cross-coupled buffer chains whose

delays are adjusted by a delay-lock loop (DLL)-based

feedback loop, as shown in Fig. 3. The propagation delay

of one buffer cell needs to be four times larger than the

other buffer cell. Although this closed-loop TDA provides

relatively stable gain against process, voltage, temperature

(PVT) variation, the number of buffers in the TDA core

needs to be increased linearly with the TD gain, causing

higher power consumption and increased circuit complex-

ity. For example, a TDA with gain of A requires a cali-

bration loop with 6A inverters. Therefore, this topology is

not a practical solution for high gain such as 100 or above.

In addition, other proposed open-loop structures use

analog or digital methods. The analog method [9, 10] is to

toggle between the outputs of two comparators that present

the TDA output. The inputs to the comparators are voltages

on different capacitors and their voltage difference comes

from charging or discharging capacitors with a time delay.

However, mismatches between delay elements, charging or

discharging currents and comparators can influence the

TDA linearity. A digital method in [11] is to multiply N

times the unit pulse-width to achieve a wide pulse. The

pulse-train TDA includes a buffer chain and one OR gate.

However, the gain is limited by the number of buffers so

achieving high gain increases the chip area and power

consumption.
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In this paper, a feedback TDA with closed-loop structure

is proposed to use simple circuitry for achieving highly

linear time difference (TD) gain.

This paper organization is: Sect. 2 describes the tradi-

tional MUTEX; Sect. 3 presents the operation of a feed-

back keeper used in the digital portion of the circuit; the

feedback output generator and feedback TDA are proposed

in Sects. 4 and 5, respectively; the non-idealities analysis

and simulation results are presented in Sect. 6; and con-

clusions are in Sect. 7.

2 Traditional output generator

The traditional output generator is a structure composed of

one latch and one XOR gate, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The

waveforms at each node are depicted in Fig. 4(b), whereby

two clock signals with a time interval are applied to S and

R of the latch, respectively. The positive feedback in the

SR-latch forces S0 and R0 nodes to a digital level of one or

zero. In general, the regeneration time of the output and

input time difference has a relationship [6] which can be

expressed as:

DTout ¼ s � ðlogðVTHÞ � log ja � DTSRjÞ ð1Þ
where a is a proportional factor, s ¼ C

gm
is the regeneration

time constant, C is the node capacitance including output

capacitance of the NAND gate plus input capacitance of

the XOR gate, gm is the transconductance of the NAND

gate when it is in metastable condition, and VTH is the

threshold voltage of the XOR gate. DTout is a logarithmic

function of DTSR as shown in Fig. 5.

The traditional TDA can be optimized by using two

MUTEXs with offset delays [5, 6]. The final output is

defined as the subtraction between outputs of two

MUTEXs, which can be derived using (2) in the range of

�Ttd\Tin\Ttd. The final TD gain is shown in (3) that

relates to the time delay, Ttd.

Tout ¼s � ðlogðTtd þ TinÞ � logðTtd � TinÞÞ ð2Þ

G ¼ 2C

gmTtd
ð3Þ

3 Feedback technique in digital circuit

The feedback technique used in the digital circuit was

discussed in [12]. In the precharge-evaluation (PE) logic,

also known as dynamic logic or clocked logic, a ‘‘keeper’’

PMOS device was used for feedback to eliminate the

leakage issue existing in the inverter-output based PE gate.

As shown in Fig. 6, during the precharge phase, the PE

output node A is pre-charged to VDD. If the NMOS logic

results in a logic high on node A during the evaluation

phase then node A is at a high impedance with no direct

path to VDD or ground. The result is charge leakage from

node A when the PE output is a logic high. A feedback

‘‘keeper’’ device can be added to help keep node A at VDD

when the NMOS logic is off.

4 Feedback output generator

Based on the above discussion, a novel feedback output

generator (FOG) is proposed with functionality like the

traditional one in [5]. In contrast, however, the feedback

technique in FOG increases the output regeneration time,

which is realized by adding one buffer and two feedback

keepers between the SR-latch and the XOR gate.
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The proposed FOG, shown in Fig. 7, includes one latch,

two buffers, one XOR gate and two ‘‘keeper’’ devices (B-

PMOS and C-PMOS). One buffer is used in the middle

path between the latch and XOR gate. The other one is

used to improve the drive capability of the output node.

Gates of both B-PMOS and C-PMOS are connected to the

same node S1. Two clock signals are given to IN1 and IN2,

and the time difference Tin between their rising edges is

regarded as the FTDA’s input. If IN1 is assumed to rise to

VDD earlier than IN2, Tin is regarded as positive. Otherwise,

Tin is regarded as negative.

Figure 7 depicts the operation of the proposed FOG with

four steps when applying an input time interval. Initially,

IN1 and IN2 stay at ground making the voltages at S1, T1

and R1 equal to VDD so that feedback keepers are turned

off. In the following discussion, for example, assume Tin is

positive and IN1 rises to VDD at t0.

First, VT1 is quickly pulled down to Gnd with a small

NAND propagation delay when IN1 rises to VDD. VS1 is

also decreasing but slower than VT1 because of the delay

effect caused by extra buffer and large parasitic capaci-

tance at node S1. VR1 remains unchanged at VDD.

Second, at the time t1 B-PMOS and C-PMOS are turned

on. Before IN2 rises to VDD, VS1 decreases until equal to

VDD � jVTHPj, which turned on two feedback ‘‘keepers’’.

Meanwhile, VT1 is pulled up by turning-on B-PMOS.

The status of VR1 depends on the rising edge of IN2. If

IN2 rises before t1, VR1 gets a DV reduction before

C-PMOS is turned on. Otherwise, if IN2 rises after t1, VR1

stays at VDD. Comparing the timing diagrams in Fig. 7(a),

(b), the smaller Tin becomes, the larger the DV . The rising

edge of IN2 causes the discharging of VR1. For a larger DV
the capacitor will be discharged more quickly, otherwise,

the discharge time can be longer. Hence, output regenera-

tion time is negatively proportional to jDV j.

Third, the feedback process happens when the B-PMOS

device becomes diode-connected, which means gate volt-

age VS1 is equal to drain voltage VT1. At this step, both IN1

and IN2 stay at VDD.

The two models in Fig. 8 describe the feedback opera-

tion. Since VIN1 ¼ VIN2 ¼ VDD, the discharging currents

flowing through NMOSs of NAND gates, IN1 and IN2, are

controlled by VR1 and VS1, respectively. The current

flowing through B-PMOS and C-PMOS and IP2 are

determined by the gate voltage VS1.

The B-PMOS device is sized to balance the currents

(IBP ¼ IN1) to keep VT1 equal to VS1. The C-PMOS device

is sized to make ICP smaller than IP2 plus IN2 for slowly

discharging the capacitor at the R1 node. A different width

for C-PMOS would results in a different ICP drain current,

which means the size of C-PMOS can be used to control

the reduction speed of VR1. The decreasing VR1 is feedback

to one input of N1-NAND gate. Before VR1 turns on the

PMOS in N1-NAND gate, VS1 ¼ VT1 makes VR1 continue

to decrease. When VR1 turns on the PMOS, the current

balanced in N1-NAND is broken and VS1 begins to be

pulled up to VDD. The increasing VS1 is feedback to one

input of N2-NAND gate; decreasing ICP continues to

reduce VR1. Without feedback keepers like transition SR-

latch, S1 and R1 can be quickly forced to VDD or Gnd.

Therefore, the feedback technique is used to expand the

time of the 3rd step, and the reduction speed of VR1 is

controlled by current difference, IC.

IC ¼ ICP þ IP2 � IN2 ð4Þ
The control of output regeneration time is thus achi-eved.

A wider C-PMOS device with a larger drain current

decreases the discharge current IC and increases the output

regeneration time. A small C-PMOS device with a smaller

drain current would have a larger output regeneration time.

The size of C-PMOS controls the reduction speed of

VR1. A properly-sized buffer inserted between the B-PMOS

gate and drain is used to maintain the VR1 reduction con-

dition. If the buffer has less delay, the faster-decreasing VS1

pulls VR1 up, so the third step will not happen. Otherwise,
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the slowly-decreasing VS1 speeds up VR1 reduction and

shortens the output regeneration time.

In addition, for a larger Tin, the VR1 reduction curve

becomes longer. The input time interval is positively pro-

portional to the beginning value of VR1 when both keepers

are turned on. The discharging time of a capacitor is cal-

culated based on (5), (6). It is reasonable to achieve posi-

tive time amplification by making the C
IC
greater than one.

VR1 / Tin; IC � Dt ¼ C � ðVR1 � 0Þ ¼ C � VR1 ð5Þ

Dt ¼ C

IC
� VR1 / C

IC
� Tin ð6Þ

The final step is logic-level generation. As VR1 continues to

decrease, the difference between VS1 and VR1 is equal to the

threshold voltage of the XOR gate causing the XOR gates

output Y toggle to VDD.

In this context, the output generation time TY , which is

the difference between the rising edge of output and the

later rising edge of the two input signals, is amplified and

controlled by feedback P-type keepers.

A special case happens at Tin ¼ 0 when the rising edges

of IN1 and IN2 occur at the same time. The FOG still goes

through four steps and the feedback technique slows down

the VS1 and VR1 reduction speed to make the output

regeneration time a constant value TYð0Þ as shown in

Fig. 7(a).

5 Proposed feedback time difference amplifier

The principle of the proposed FTDA is illustrated in

Fig. 9(a), where IN1 and IN2 represent the inputs and Y1

and Y2 represent the outputs. The input time interval is the

time difference between the rising edges of IN1 and IN2.

The output time interval is time difference between the

rising edges of Y1 and Y2.

5.1 Circuit implementation

At circuit level, the FTDA is composed of two identical

FOGs. Each FOG has two inputs and one output. Cross-

connected inputs realize opposite input time differences for

the FOGs. For example, if IN1 rises earlier than IN2, the

upside FOG has a positive input but the downside FOG has

a negative one.

Based on the discussion in Sect. 4, either FOG can

achieve a linear input–output transfer characteristic and

cross the same Y-axis point (TYð0Þ), depicted in Fig. 9(b).

However, their characteristic slopes are opposite because

of reversed input signals.

The regeneration time of TY1 and TY2 can be written as

TY1 ¼G � Tin þ TYð0Þ ð7Þ
TY2 ¼� G � Tin þ TYð0Þ ð8Þ
The final output of proposed FTDA topology can be

derived by subtracting TY2 from TY1.

Tout ¼ TY1 � TY2 ¼ 2 � G � Tin ð9Þ
Fortunately, the constant value (TYð0Þ) is eliminated from

the final output. The final TD gain becomes twice the

absolute value of the characteristic slope gradient of either

FOG.

5.2 Programmable gain

The time amplification of the proposed FTDA is achi-eved

based on (9). The output time gain can be written as

GFTDA ¼ 2 � C

IC
ð10Þ

where C is the parasitic capacitance at node R and IC is the

discharging current flowing out of C. Hence, the output

time gain can be increased by adding more capacitance at

node R or reducing the discharging current through con-

trolling the drain current of the C-PMOS device.

As shown in Fig. 10, the proposed FTDA can add a

programmable gain feature through use of C-PMOSs of

different sizes. Each C-PMOS has a switch in series and

each switch can be turned on or off by control registers.

The C-PMOS device controls the discharge current as well

as affects the parasitic capacitance at node R so it can be

used to control the FTDA time difference gain.
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5.3 Changeable time input range

As discussed above, the proposed FTDA with zero input

time interval, Tin ¼ 0, can have a constant time delay TYð0Þ
for both FOGs, which can be called ‘‘DC operating point of

time processing’’. It differs from the method in [6] by using

the time delay to shift two logarithmic output curves left

and right, respectively.

In actual applications, time processing circuits always

move forward and cannot move back before the start time.

Hence, output signals of FOGs can only exist on top of the

horizontal line in Fig. 11, TY � 0. In other words, no matter

the value of TIN is negative or positive, the output regen-

eration time of FOGs is always larger than zero.

As a FOG has an intrinsic delay from IN2 node to output

Y, including one NAND and one XOR gate delay, the

smallest output regeneration time happens at the rising

edge of IN2 ahead of that of IN1, resulting in a negative

input time interval as shown in Fig. 7. Assuming Tmim is

the smallest output regeneration time and the maximum

output regeneration time can be increased by using a

greater jDT j. Considering two mirrored FOGs used in the

FTDA, the positive slope FOG can be more positive and

the negative slope one can be more negative. This splits the

input–output transfer curve of the FTDA into three regions

as shown in Fig. 11. The middle region, jTinj\DT , has
twice TD gain compared to jTinj[DT .

Now assume Tmax is the largest output regeneration time.

In this case, the middle region,�DT\Tin\DT , is used as

the input time range of the FTDA. The time difference

between TYð0Þ and Tmim is half the linear output time range

and the corresponding input time interval is half the input

dynamic range.

Based on the above discussion, the time input range can

be adjusted by the TD gain as shown in Fig. 12. Now

assume the time DC operating point (TYð0Þ), maximum and

minimum output regeneration time are fixed. Figure 12

depicts the input–output transfer curves of the two FOGs

used in the FTDA. The blue curve has higher gain but

lower input range compared to the black curve. The red

curve has lower gain but higher input range compared to

the black curve. Their relationship looks like a moving

scissor. Hence, the proposed FTDA can sacrifice the input

range to obtain higher linear TD gain.

In addition, moving the time DC operating point as

depicted in Fig. 13 increases the input range and keep the

TD gain unchanged. The FTDA with the blue input–output

transfer curves has the same TD gain as the black one, but

its input range doubles. Based on the analysis of the FOGs,

time DC operating point adjustment can be achieved by

increasing the parasitic capacitances at input nodes of XOR
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gate in Fig. 7. Furthermore, this method can also use to

increase the TD gain with the same input time range,

represented by the red curves in Fig. 13.

6 Non-idealities analysis with simulation results

6.1 Non-idealities

Compared to previous TDAs with a MUTEX structure, the

proposed FTDA with two mirrored FOGs provides higher

TD gain and better linear input range. Furthermore, a

programmable gain feature can be added. However, the

FTDA still suffers from some non-idealities with perfor-

mance degradation.

First, the mismatch between two identical FOGs cause

time offset and time gain error in the FTDA’s input–output

transfer curve. The FTDA concept is implemented by two

identical FOGs and its time output is derived by subtracting

their outputs. The mismatch effects include parasitic

capacitance mismatch and MOSFET size mismatch, espe-

cially from the C-PMOS and B-PMOS devices. Due to B-

PMOS size controls the output regeneration time of each

FOG, the B-PMOS mismatch affects the absolute slope

gradient and causes TD gain nonlinearity. The time DC

operating point is determined by the size of C-PMOS and

parasitic capacitance at the input node of the XOR gate.

Hence, these mismatches result in both gain difference for

FOGs and time offset in Tout.

Second, the TD gain is negatively proportional to the

power supply as shown in Fig. 14. VDD variation affects the

drain current flowing through feedback keepers. For

example, with DT [ 0, low VDD makes the current ICP
flowing through C-PMOS smaller so that the source-gate

voltage VSG is pulled up slowly as shown in Fig. 15. The

output regeneration time of the positive FOG in Fig. 9

becomes larger. Hence, the TD gain is increased by a

smaller VDD.

However, too small VDD can impair the FTDA opera-

tion. The drain current ICP of the B-PMOS device is also

influenced by VDD changes. If VDD is too low, the current

balance operation functions poorly, causing VS1 to drop to

ground instead of staying equal to VT1. Node R1 in Fig. 15

is then pulled up to VDD. As depicted in Fig. 14, the higher

gain FTDA is more sensitive to VDD variation and is much

more easily damaged.

Third, temperature variation can influence TD gain. TD

gain linearly increases with temperature decrease, as shown

in Fig. 16. The principle of the proposed FTDA is based on

drain current control of feedback keepers. Temperature

variation affects the FTDA like changes in a power supply.

Figure 16 shows that at low temperatures the TD gain can

become too high resulting in damage to the FTDA.

Based on the above analysis, the proposed FTDA design

needs a good bandgap reference to tolerate voltage and

temperature variation. In addition, a common-centroid

layout is also required to reduce the MOSFET and capac-

itor mismatch.
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6.2 Corners simulation

Simulation results of different process corners are shown in

Fig. 17. In the typical corner, TD gain of the FTDA

example is 31 s/s. The fast NMOS/slow PMOS (FS) and

slow NMOS/slow PMOS (SS) corners have higher TD

gain. The fast NMOS/fast PMOS (FF) and slow NMOS/-

fast PMOS (SF) corners have lower TD gain. These sim-

ulation differences occur because different corners

influence the MOSFET speed. In other words, the drain

current of MOSFETs have been affected. The above dis-

cussion also explains the TD gain variation caused by

different corners.

6.3 Programmable gain simulation

The proposed FTDA with feedback keepers is demo-

nstrated to provide a high gain time difference amplifica-

tion by using 0:13 lm process with 1.2 V supply voltage.

In the FOG, the size of C-PMOS varies from 280 to

500 nm. The capacitor in each input node of the XOR gates

is 500 fF. The simulation results of the typical corner

illustrated in Figs. 18, 19 demonstrates the time difference

amplification and its TD gain is controllable by changing

the size of the C-PMOS device.

The time difference amplification can be as high as

734 s/s in the input time difference ranging from � 20 to

20 ps. The FTDA with the highest gain needs to set the

input frequency smaller than 2MHz. When reducing the

gain, input clock frequency requirements can be relaxed.
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As shown in Sect. 5. Moreover, the TD gain provided by

the FTDA is linear for the entire input time range. The

maximum standard deviation (r) is 6.18 for gain equal to

734:9 s/s in the typical process corner.

The test chip has been fabricated in 0:13 lm SiGe

BiCMOS process with 297:8 lm� 88 lm area as shown in

Fig. 20. The measurement process is underway.

7 Conclusion

The paper proposes a feedback time difference amplifier by

applying feedback keepers to achieve a significant

improvement in the time difference gain and linearity. Two

mirrored FOGs are used to form the FTDA providing a

linear input–output transfer curve with a constant time

offset. The most noteworthy components are two P-type

keepers added to each FOG to provide feedback paths. The

concept of time amplification through a feedback technique

is achieved and explained. A programmable TD gain fea-

ture is discussed to be feasible. The capacitor discharging

model is used to analyze the feedback gain control proce-

dure. As a result, the proposed FTDA achieves the highest

linear TD gain as depicted in Table 1. However, this design

still suffers from PVT variation. Different non-ideal effects

have been analyzed to help optimize it in the future.
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